
Deprecated functions

JWT functions are constantly being improved. In this process, the set of available functions is also constantly monitored and their customer 
impact evaluated.

In this process JWT functions might get . Deprecated functions, as of today,  to  but  be  . deprecated continue work cannot selected anymore
Existing deprecated functions can, however, be .updated

It is  to deprecated functions alternative functions. Alternatives are listed on the dedicated function overview highly recommended replace 
pages.

If you still want to re-configure a deprecated function, you can set the appropriate setting in the   configuration to  the hiding xApps library disable
of deprecated functions.

Conditions

Condition Short description Deprecated since

Condition on a list of issue 
keys

Evaluate the current  (type, status, number, etc.) of  stored in an  state issues issue fie
.ld

3.0

Validators

Validator Short description Deprecated since

Validation on a list of issue 
keys

Evaluate the current  (type, status, number, etc.) of  stored in an  state issues issue fie
.ld

3.0

Post functions

Post function Short description Deprecated since

Clone issue link Import issue  from    .links a cloned issue 3.0

Copy a parsed text to a field Compose a free text involving ,  and many, fixed strings custom field values
many Jira native fields.

3.0

Copy or add custom field value 
to issue description

Copy the  of a custom field into issue .value description 3.0

Inhibit ephemeral fields' auto-
clearance

Skip to  the  of   after the transition.delete values temporary fields 3.0

Mathematical or date-time 
expression calculator

Post function for making , complex mathematical and temporal calculations
storing the result in a numeric or date-time field.

3.0

Set issue reporter to current user Set the   as  of the issue.current user reporter 3.0

Are you struggling with the question of ? Have a look at the whether or where those deprecated functions are being used   Workflow report
of our app  .  Admin Toolbox for Jira

Use the following search terms to look for the usage of the corresponding functions: 

https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/xApps+library
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Condition+on+a+list+of+issue+keys
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Condition+on+a+list+of+issue+keys
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Validation+on+a+list+of+issue+keys
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Validation+on+a+list+of+issue+keys
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Clone+issue+link
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Copy+a+parsed+text+to+a+field
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Copy+or+add+custom+field+value+to+issue+description
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Copy+or+add+custom+field+value+to+issue+description
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Inhibit+ephemeral+fields%27+auto-clearance
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Inhibit+ephemeral+fields%27+auto-clearance
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Mathematical+or+date-time+expression+calculator
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Mathematical+or+date-time+expression+calculator
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Set+issue+reporter+to+current+user
https://apps.decadis.net/display/ATJ/Workflow+report
https://apps.decadis.net/display/ATJ


Workflow function Search term

Condition on a list of issue keys com.fca.jira.plugins.workflowToolbox.workflow-toolboxany-issue-condition

Validation on a list of issue keys com.fca.jira.plugins.workflowToolbox.workflow-toolboxany-issue-validator

Clone issue link com.fca.jira.plugins.workflowToolbox.workflow-toolboxclone-issue-links

Copy a parsed text to a field com.fca.jira.plugins.workflowToolbox.workflow-toolboxcopy-parsed-text-function

Copy or add custom field value to issue 
description

com.fca.jira.plugins.workflowToolbox.workflow-toolboxcopy-to-issue-description-function

Inhibit ephemeral fields' auto-clearance com.fca.jira.plugins.workflowToolbox.workflow-toolboxinhibit-ephemeral-field-erasure

Mathematical or date-time expression calculator com.fca.jira.plugins.workflowToolbox.workflow-toolboxmath-calculator-function

Set issue reporter to current user com.fca.jira.plugins.workflowToolbox.workflow-toolboxset-reporter-from-current-user-
function

If you still have questions, feel free to refer to our support team. 

https://apps.decadis.net/display/DECADIS/Support
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